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Arignar Anna Zoological Park Mysore Zoo Located near the palace in Mysore, the zoo is one of the oldest
and most popular zoos in India. With species and counting, it covers around acres of land. The Mysore Zoo is
famed for its elephants, a total of ten are currently calling the zoo home, while 24 others have done so at some
point in their mortal lives. More than animals call the zoo home, with a total different species of fauna.
Although the zoo has had its fair share of controversies regarding safety f civilians from the dangerous
animals, it is one of the most beloved attraction sites in Delhi, dating back to when it was first inaugurated as a
park. Its conservation breeding program helps keep species from extinction, supplying other zoos with
offspring for continued conservation efforts. The government saw it necessary to create a zoo inside the Allen
Natural Forest. Located just five minutes from the city center, the forest zoo features ancient evergreen trees, a
lake and is also the largest botanical zoo in the whole of Asia. The zoo is home to rhinos, tigers, fish, dinosaur
sculptures, and a night house for nocturnal animals. It is a great place for picnics and nature walks, and a soon
to be built toy train. It has been earmarked for creation of natural habitats for ts animals, as part of an elaborate
conservation scheme by the Government. Sakkarbaug Zoological Garden Sitting on a vast acre land in
Gujarat, India, the Sakkarbaug is the third largest zoo in the world, and the oldest in India. It is home to over
mammals and nearly birds of a variety of species, all enclosed in houses all over the zoo. It is famed for its
conservation efforts, being able to provide purebred Asiatic lions to conservation and breeding programs in
Asia and some countries all over the world. It is also the only zoo in India to play host to African Cheetahs
which they sought from a zoo in Singapore, trading three lions for two sets of cheetahs. It covers an estimated
acres, and is home to over species of animals and birds. Species living there include lions, tigers, elephants,
panthers and lots of birds. The park also features a butterfly park, a tortoise house and a dino park. More than
animals and birds call the zoo their habitat, in lieu of species of birds and animals sourced from the world
over. The zoo has since grown in both areas of cover and species count. It is now known as the Assam State
Zoo cum Botanical Garden, owing to the addition of a museum and a botanical garden. The Animal Adoption
Scheme was launched in as a fundraising scheme to help maintain the zoo and fund the conservation program.
Nandankanan Zoological Park Sitting on a acre piece of land in Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India, the
Nandankanan Zoological park is one of the most closely guarded treasures in India. It also has a botanical
segment aside the animal park, and was declared a Nandankanan Sanctuary, or the Garden of the Heavens. It
receives more than 2 million visitors annually. It is home to the white tigers, one of the worlds most
endangered species. Its 34 aquaria are home to thousands of fresh water fish. Tortoises, lizards, snakes and
turtles make up the reptile park. The park has an Adopt an Animal campaign that seeks to raise funds for the
running and maintenance of the park, while also supporting their conservation of endangered species program.
Alipore Zoological Gardens The Alipore Zoological Gardens are one of the oldest zoos in India dating back to
and is located in east of Kolkata, in Bengal India, sitting on a acre piece of land. In December alone, visitors
totalled an impressive 81, with most of them visiting during the winter season. The zoo started off as a private
menagerie for the then Governor General of India, Richard Wellesley. The species count is not clearly
documented but animals such as giraffes, rhinos, Indian elephants, zebras, and birds such as macaw, hornbills,
turacos, ostriches and the highly endangered conures species make up the fauna of the zoo. Sanjay Gandhi
Botanical and Zoological Garden This botanical and zoological garden was first established as a botanical
garden back in It is now home to over animals representing species. If you happen to visit the park, animals
such as tigers, leopards, giraffes, hippos, crocodiles, elephants, the black bear, the jackal and black bucks
await you. The fauna part of the zoo has more than different species, mostly trees and shrubs, and is also home
to 35 different types of fish. It is famed for its conservation efforts, being able to successfully breed
endangered rhinos, hippos, alligators and porcupines. Arignar Anna Zoological Park The first public zoo in
India covers over acres of land that includes a acre rehabilitation and rescue center. It was officially declared
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the largest zoological park in India, housing over species of wildlife, and species of plant, trees, bushes and
thicket. It is also a haven for 46 endangered species. It is also an acknowledged sanctuary park, coming second
after the Mudumalai National Park in Tamil Nadu. The zoo is popular since visitors will see most of the
species in their natural habitats instead of artificial enclosures. The zoo also features a butterfly house, a reptile
house, an Amphibian house, a crocodile enclosure, an Aquarium and a primate house. India has been famed
for its conservation efforts, simply put; they know how to take care of their animals. Most of these zoos are
favorite destinations for animal lovers in Asia. Celebrities have flocked the zoos with animal adoption
programs, and for a good reason. The zoos only need financial support to get the ball rolling.
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Vandalur Zoo was founded in as Madras Zoo. Edward Green Balfour, who was the director of Government
Central Museum at Madras in , requested the then Nawab of the Carnatic to donate his animal collection to the
museum. The zoo was then set up in the museum premises and in the year , Tamil Nadu Forest Department
identified an area in the sub-urban area of Chennai to construct the current zoo, which is the largest in the
Indian Sub-Continent. It is the first public zoo and the largest zoological garden in India. Sprawling in an area
of acres, the zoo houses wild animals. It has almost 3, visitors a day. Arignar Anna Zoological Park is the
largest zoological garden in India. The zoo houses more than exotic species of fauna in about 81 enclosures.
The animals are kept in large enclosures preserving then in their natural habitat. The Lion Safari is one of the
highlights of the zoo. Visitors get to enjoy a 15minute drive into the safari. Vandalur zoo is one among the
very few places, which organises elephant safari for the visitors. The zoo is also one among the very few
zoological parks in the country to house white tigers and there are nine white tigers in the zoo currently. How
to reach Vandalur Zoo is located in Vandalur, a suburb in the southwestern part of Chennai about 31
kilometres from the city centre and 15 kilometres from Chennai Airport on GST Road. Nandankanan
Zoological Park, Bhubaneswar, Odisha Nandankanan Zoological Park is a zoo and botanical garden located in
the capital city of Bhubaneswar within the environs of the Chandaka forest in the state of Orissa. Spread over
acres of forest area, Nandankanan Zoo is renowned all over the world for its exotic white tigers. It also
contains a botanical garden and part of it has been declared a sanctuary. Lion safari Tours is one of the major
attractions among the tourist here. Nandankanan is the only zoo in India with the credit of having Patas
monkey Erythrocebus patas , Eastern Rosella Platycercus eximus and Open-billed Stork Anastomus oscitans.
How to reach Amidst the natural beauty of natural forest adjacent to Chandaka-Dampara Wildlife Sanctuary,
Nandankanan lies in the vicinity of Kanjia lake. The Sakkarbaug Zoo has taken the task of preserving this rare
species of Asiatic Lion by starting the Endangered Species Captive Breeding program earning the status of the
largest breeding center in the country. According to this program, the lions are bred in the zoo and then let out
in the nearby Gir Forest. Other animals found in the zoo are tigers, leopards, lions, elephants, flamingo birds
among many others. Junagadh Zoo is spread in hectares acres. In the zoo opened a natural history museum in a
large hall in the veterinary hospital. In , Sakkarbaug Zoo became the only zoo in India to hold African
cheetahs when it traded three of its lions with a Singapore zoo for two pairs of cheetahs. The last cheetah at
the zoo had died over 60 years ago in The zoo is part of the breeding program for white-backed vultures. The
first chick from this effort was born at the zoos Vulture Conservation and Breeding Centre in February How
to reach Next door to Junagadh museum is the Sakkarbaug Zoo, open from 9am Junagadh is km from
Ahmedabad, km from Rajkot, and km from Porbandar. Located in the city of Hyderabad in , The acre zoo was
named after the first prime minister of the country, Jawaharlal Nehru. The Zoo spreads over Acres and was
established on 6th October, This is the first Zoo in India to have animals arranged in Zoological order, in open
enclosures. Such open enclosures, in near natural ambience, makes the animals feel "at home". This helps in
their breeding, and facilitates study on animal behaviour. Zoo houses numerous species of birds, animals,
reptiles and fishes. Exotic animals like Giraffe, Iguanas, and Chimpanzee have also successfully bred here.
One of the striking features of this zoo is that you can spot rare white-backed vultures here. Some other special
attractions include the Tiger Safari and Lion Safari Parks in an almost natural forest setting, Elephant rides and
children Train. It is one of the three most visited destinations in Hyderabad. Zoo hours vary by season, and the
zoo is closed on Mondays. The acre zoo is one of the oldest and most popular zoos in south India. It was
established by Maharaja Chamaraja Wodeyar in , making it one of the oldest zoos in the world. The zoo is a
home to elephants more than any other zoo in India. Some of the other exotic fauna includes striped Hyena,
Jungle cat, Asiatic black bears, African Elephant. It is also the only zoo in South Asia to host a Gorilla. In
addition, elephant calves were caught in Khedda were reared and subsequently sent abroad to various zoos.
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Rhinos were added during In , a pair of Gorilla, a pair of Orangutans and some Chimpanzees were acquired
and for the first time in Indian zoo history, all three species of large apes were housed together. Zoo displays
native and exotic animal species in natural settings, providing conservation education and experience based
tourism activities. At present there are individuals belonging to different species. All these beautiful and
majestic animals can be seen in open natural enclosures. Hence, a visit to Mysore zoo is quite rewarding.
Initially Kensington Gardens were acquired for the zoo along with famous Thandisadak from the palace and 5
acres of land towards western side including the road from C. Zoo remains closed on Tuesdays. A
16th-century citadel, a sprawling green island and a motley collection of animals and birds, all in the middle of
a burgeoning urbane Delhi. Spread over acres, the zoo boasts more than 2, animals and birds representing
almost species from various places around the world. The rare Manipur Brow-antlered deer is the emblem of
the Delhi Zoo. The zoo is well organized and animals are kept at large enclosures making it one of the best
zoos in India. Some of the well-known species found here are hillock, gibbon, white buck, white tiger etc.
Here at the National Zoological Park, birds and animals live in an environment that in many ways resemble
their natural habitat. The National Zoological Park not only provides a home for endangered species, but also
helps them to breed in captivity. Eventually they may once again thrive in the wild. Spread in acres, this park
was formally inaugurated on 1st November, This Park was initially known as Delhi Zoo. In the year it was
given the status of the National Zoological Park with the idea of it being the model zoo of the country. How to
reach It is located in the heart of National capital, adjacent to Old Fort and few hundred metres from India
Gate and Delhi court. Tomb of Shershah Suri is just in front of the zoo. It remains closed on Fridays and
National holidays. Padmaja Naidu Himalayan Zoological Park, Darjeeling This is the only specialized Zoo in
the country and is internationally recognized for its conservation breeding programmes of Red Panda, Snow
Leopards, Tibetan Wolf and other highly endangered animal species of Eastern Himalaya. The zoo is a home
to some of the rare species of animals not found elsewhere. Some of the species includes snow leopard, red
panda, Tibetian wolf, Himalayan black bear, Himalayan salamander, Siberian tigers and many others. How to
reach It is 85 Km. The Railway Junction New Jalpaiguri is also the same distance and it is connected with all
the major cities and towns of the country. Founded in , Assam state zoo is the largest zoo in the North East
India. Spread over an area of acre, the zoo is a home to Asiatic lion, the royal Bengal tiger, the Himalayan
black bear, the one-horned Indian rhinoceros, capped langur, the stump-tailed Macaque and a variety of
avifauna and indigenous reptiles. The Assam State Zoo cum Botanical Garden popularly known as Guwahati
Zoo is home to about animals, birds and reptiles representing almost species of animals and birds from around
the world. To get these exotic animals the Zoo used to send indigenous animals like one horned Indian
rhinoceros and others, to many countries. How to reach Being bang in the centre of Guwahati city, the
"chidiyakhana" as it is known in local parlance is well connected to all the cardinal places. One may take an
autorikshaw or a texi cab from the Guwahati Railway Station or the Bus Station both are about 8 km away.
The Gopinath Bordoloi International Airport is about 25 km away and is about 40 mins drive away. If one
prefers to soak in the local flavour and avail the public transport facility, then take the city buses which ply
every 10 minutes or so, via Chandmari flyover, to the zoo. It has been open as a zoo since , and covers It is
probably best known as the home of the now expired Aldabra Giant Tortoise Adwaita, which was reputed to
have been over years old when it died in It is also home to one of the few captive breeding projects involving
the Manipur Brow-antlered Deer. The zoo remains one of the most popular winter tourist attractions in
Kolkata. The footfall figures in showed an annual visitation of almost 3 million - more than any other tourist
attraction in Kolkata. Previously, other megafauna like the Panthera hybrids and the Giant Eland were present.
How to reach Zoo is located in the heart of Kolkata city at Alipore road. The Zoological Garden at Alipore
remains closed to the visitors on every Thursday. If any holiday falls on Thursday, the garden remains open to
the visitors on that day and the weekly closure is observed on the next available working day. Trivandrum
Zoo, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala Trivandrum Zoo, also known as Thiruvananthapuram Zoo is located in the
temple city of Thiruvananthapuram, the capital city of Kerala. Occupying 55 acres of woodland, lakes, and
lawns, this zoo is an annexe to the Napier museum. It is one of the well-landscaped and oldest zoos in the
country. Home to 82 species from around the world, animals are kept mostly in open enclosures. Indigenous
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species includes Indian rhino, Asiatic lion, royal Bengal tiger, leopard, Nilgiri langur, lion-tailed macaque and
many others. The zoo includes a reptile farm which exhibits both poisonous and non-poisonous snakes.
Thiruvananthapuram Zoo is one of the oldest of its kind in India.
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Today I am going to share most Popular Zoos in India. The people started throwing stones at the Tiger. The
man was carried away and mouled by enraged tiger after some minutes. Jaipur zoo is located near Albert Hall
Museum. Which are attractions for public at large. The zoo also provide shelter to many different
Mammals,Birds and Reptiles. The park was first established as Botanical Garden in The zoo is located in
Patna, Bihar. The park was open to public as zoo in Area occupied by zoo is Species of animals are 70, Fish 35, Snakes - 5. The zoo was opened in A rainwater lake is attraction at zoo. Life size Dinosaur Sculpture also
attract people. The zoo was established in It is located in the heart city of Uttar Pradesh. The Zoo is home to
mammals, birds, and 72 reptiles representing 97 species. The garden was opened as zoo since The zoo is
situated at Kokata, West Bengal. The zoo set a record when around 75, people visited the zoo on 1 January,
Special building is maintained only for snakes known as Snakes House. Lion Safari is also major attraction for
visitors. Hundreds of different Mammals, Birds, Reptiles are kept in the zoo. Formerly it was known as
Bhosala Dynasty. About species of different animals are kept in the zoo. Sculptures also increases its beauty.
The zoo was opened on 24 July, The zoo is located within the Vandalur Forest Reserve Area. It is Largest
Zoological Garden in India. Total number of animals in zoo are 1, of species. As on , there were about 47
species of mammals, 63 species of birds, 31 species of reptiles, 5 species of amphibians, 25 species of fishes
and 10 species of insects. The zoo is located in the Guwahati, Assam. The zoo is largest in north -east regjon.
The zoo is home to animals, birds and reptiles representing almost species of animals and birds from around
the world. Area occupied by zoo is 55 acres. The zoo was open to general public in Woodlands, Lakes, Lawns
etc. The zoo is located in the city of Pune, Maharashtra. The zoo was opened on 14 March, Area occupied by
zoo is acres. The zoo is managed by Pune Municipal Corporation. In , zoo was providing home to Mammals,
Birds and Reptiles. The zoo was established on 14 August, The zoo was established on 26 October, but
opened to public on 6 October, The zoo was built by Raja Rajendra Mullick in Attractions to general public
in the zoo are Peacocks, Toucans, Storks, Cranes etc. But zoo was opened to general public in It is first zoo
which has joined World Association of Zoos and Aquariums in Area occupied by zoo is Acres. About species
of Orchids are also available. Sri Chamaraja Wodeyar was the king on whose name zoo is established. India is
a big country with plenty of reptile, mammals, flora and fauna species. There are plenty of zoos spread all
across the country. Today I am going to list 20 popular zoos in India.
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Andhra Pradesh[ edit ] It has many enclosures and aviaries with a great collection of birds, mammals both
herbivores and carnivores, primates and reptiles. Peafowl at Sri Venkateswara Zoological Park It was
established in and forms part of a reserved forest. It is home to many birds, mammals and reptiles. The
designed moats and enclosures are among the best in India. Assam[ edit ] Chital or Spotted Deer A botanical
garden was recently added in Bihar[ edit ] A reptile house and aquarium add to the variety of this park. Part
of the park was developed as a botanical area with many species of trees, herbs, shrubs and medicinal plants.
The park has an orchid house, a rose garden and well groomed lawns. In additional, it has a rhinoceros
breeding program. Chhattisgarh[ edit ] It has trolley vans for the elderly and is also a picnic spot for visitors.
The Achanakmar Tiger Reserve is close by. The highlights of Zoo are exotic animal and avian species, lake,
toy trains and others. The musical fountain is situated on the island in the artificial lake. Delhi[ edit ] This
park may be the only chance of seeing a tiger or elephant for some travellers. Be prepared to do a lot of
walking Gujarat[ edit ] One can find rare species of mammals, birds and reptiles. The park also has a
museum, butterfly park and other interesting features. This area is also home to several wild species such as
the lion and part of the National Forest. It is also involved in several wildlife breeding programs. A natural
history museum is also located here. It is designed around the exhibiting animals in a natural habitat design.
This park also has a breeding program for endangered and near-extinct animals. Leopard, Crocodiles, Gharial
and Hippopotamus are but a few of the animals represented. It is part of the Sayaji Baug garden perhaps the
largest in India. The zoo offers many types of animals to view Asiatic lions among the favorites. It also has a
bird zoo. An aquarium was added to the zoo in Haryana[ edit ] A zoo with a limited number of animals and
birds is also located here. Chinkara Indian Gazelle Visitors can view these crocodiles from a distance
protected by fences. Its role or main purpose is for the conservation of various species of deer in India. This
center has reintroduced some of these birds into the wild. It has enclosures for various species of animals and
aviaries for birds. It is involved in the breeding of endangered species. There are facilities for visitors to this
zoo. Three endangered species of vultures are its main focus. Himachal Pradesh[ edit ] It is home to different
species of animals such as the leopard, Himalayan black bear, different species of deer, red fox, eagles, cobra
and pythons. There are other parks and aviaries to be found in the Himichal Pradesh. Jharkhand[ edit ] It has
animals and birds from different parts of the world, with the big cats being the biggest attractions. The zoo
came into limelight after multiple breedings of white tigers, royal bengal tigers, and the Asiatic lion over a
short span of time. The cubs were sent to different zoos in India and abroad, since the available resources were
not good enough to cater to the needs of so many big cats. Boating is allowed in the artificial lake created
within the park. There is also a kids corner near bear cage and adjacent to it is a small dam. Now the facility of
toy train is also available inside. The largest portion of the park has numerous animal enclosures for tiger,
chital, elephant and crocodile species , snake house and aviaries. Animals are in as close to a natural habitat.
The smaller area has rare species of trees and plants. There are decent facilities for visitors available. This acre
park, with a rose garden and a lake, now has a zoo and an amusement park. A favourite with joggers, cyclists
and anglers. The Laser show and the musical fountains introduced in is an excellent centre of attraction for the
visitors. The zoo has a very successful breeding program and houses animals from more than 40 different
countries and native Indian animals. The zoo contains Royal Bengal tigers, white tigers, elephants, giraffe,
fallow deer, Himalayan black bear, Gaur Indian bison , white peafowl and African rhino. It is also home to
other exotic creatures from around the world. The zoo also encompasses Karanji Lake, which attracts several
species of migratory birds during the breeding season including painted storks, pelicans and darters. Another
attraction includes the botanical garden with 35 species of exotic ornamental plants and 85 species of trees
from India and abroad. This zoo features several wild animals tigers, leopards and bears are examples that are
not kept in cages but rather in the open. Partitions such as wide trenches or wire mesh fences help to avoid
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direct contact with visitors. It also has variety of small animals. Situated in the Museum compound, this area is
a rich botanical garden. There is a wide variety of animals, plants and birds. It has a separate reptile park and
butterfly garden. The Napier Museum is included in the area. There is a special building which houses snakes.
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Zoo offer a naturalistic environment for animals, where they can live freely. Some of the zoos in India are
known worldwide for the preservation of endangered species of animals. Sakkarbaug Zoological Garden of
Junagadh is a famous zoo known worldwide for the preservation of endangered Asiatic Lion. There are more
than 50 zoos in India, which not only offer an environment for animals to live but are also great tourist
attractions. This post describes about the top 10 best zoos in India: The zoo is a home to Asiatic Lions and
known for its clean environment and maintenance. The zoo has more than 75 species of mammals, birds and
reptiles. It is a popular tourist destination in the city and visited by more than 30 Lakh people every year. The
zoo has more than species of animals and over 1, animals. Nandankanan Zoological Park, Bhubaneswar This
photo of Nandankanan Zoological Park is courtesy of TripAdvisor Nandankanan Zoological Park is among the
most visited zoos in the country and visited by more than 25 Lakh people every year. Nandankanan Zoological
Park is a home to more than species of mammals, reptiles and birds. The zoo has started the Adopt-an-Animal
programme in which a person can adopt an animal by paying a certain amount of money. Thiruvananthapuram
Zoo, Thiruvananthapuram This photo of Thiruvananthapuram Zoo is courtesy of TripAdvisor
Thiruvananthapuram Zoo is a home to more than 80 species of animal and spread in an area of 55 acres. The
zoo also has a snake farm, which has many non-poisonous and poisonous snakes. National Zoological Park
has more than 1, animals of about species of animals and birds across the world. Spread in an area of acres,
Mysuru Zoo has a large number of elephants and more than 1, animals. Mysuru Zoo was established in the
year and presently it is one of the most visited places in the city. It has more than species of animals and more
than 30 Lakh people visit zoo annually. The zoo also has tigers, lions, deers, rhinos, hippos, zebras, etc. The
zoo also offers animal adoption, in which a person can adopt an animal by paying a certain amount of money.
You Might Also Like:
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This beautiful zoo is located near Mysore palace and was formed in the year by Maharaja Chamaraja
Wodeyar. However, this zoo is famous for the wide crowd of elephants. This zoo is after the first prime
minister of India and is formed in the year This zoo is famous for captivating view and conservation of rare
species of animals and birds. It also host rare white-backed vultures, apart from this, fishes and reptiles are
also featured here. This zoo is a home of seven white tigers and strange species of animals and birds. The zoo
is located in 55 acres of land, occupying lawns, lakes and woodland. Trivandrum Zoo is the one of oldest zoo
in India. Trivandrum Zoo is a home to nearly 82 species where animals are kept in open enclosures. Leopard,
Nilgiri langur,Indian rhino, Asiatic lion, royal Bengal tiger, lion-tailed macaque etc are some of the species
that are a part of this widely spread zoo. The zoo covers around hectares of forest area. Nandankanan Zoo is
best known for its collection of white tigers all around the world. Lion safari is also a part of this zoo and truly
visitors lovers to visit this zoo. Apart from being one of the most famous zoos, this zoo also organizes a
breeding program for the white tiger, black panthers, gharial crocodiles and pangolin. This zoo is really
remarkable, attracting the traveler with its beauty. The zoo is best known for the preservation Manipur
Brow-antlered deer which is a rare species of deer. This zoo is a home of many animals like elephant, hillock,
gibbon, white buck, white tiger, black bear, hynah etc. Darjeeling Zoo is an amazing zoo with enchanting
views. The zoo is home of many rare species of animals. Govind Ballabh Pant Zoo. This stunning zoo is
situated in Uttarakhand state. Tigers, leopards, flamingo birds lions, elephants are some of the birds and
animals for which this zoo is famous for. The zoo was founded in the year and is located within the
Hengrabari Reserved Forest at Guwahati, Assam. The zoo covers 1. This is all the relevant stuff about 10 Most
Famous Zoos in India For more recent updates, stay connected with us through our web portal that is
coolexample. See all posts by admin You May Also Like.
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Here are seven of the most amazing ones. Know all about the rare species, interesting facts about them and
where they can be found. India is a peerless abode of wonderful and exotic animals. The country harbours a
charismatic mixture of wildlife species. There are more than wildlife sanctuaries and national parks which
give shelter to an enormous number of endangered and wild animals. The country is blessed with diverse and
unique creatures although, due to harsh human interference, many of the animals are on the verge of
extinction. The lush green jungles of India harbour many types of species. The animal can be found in India
and Nepal, particularly in the foothills of the Himalayas. Poaching of horns is an important reason for the
decline in the number of the Indian Rhinoceros. There has been a dramatic increase in the numbers of Greater
One-Horned Rhinoceros since , but there is a consistent threat due to an increase in hunting cases. More
efforts should be undertaken for the conservation of the Greater One-Horned Rhinoceros. Places where
Greater One-Horned Rhinoceros can be spotted: The white rhino is the largest rhino species and the largest
land mammal after the elephant. During the Mughal Era, the rulers used to use Greater One-horned Rhino in
fights against elephants as entertainment. The rhinos would often win. Thankfully, this sport is no longer
practiced or permitted. Nilgiri Tahr The Nilgiri tahr is a threatened mountain ungulate clinging on to the
tropical rainforest of the Western Ghats. Thanks to continuous poaching activities and Eucalyptus cultivation
hampering its habitat, the Nilgiri Tahr population is continuously decreasing. Places where Nilgiri tahr can be
spotted: The natural habitat of tigers in India â€” tropical evergreen forests, deciduous forests, mangrove
swamps, thorn forests and grass jungles â€” has almost disappeared outside the reserves. Altogether, there are
48 tiger reserves in India. But one place that has captured the fancy of major wildlife aficionados is the Jim
Corbett National Park. There are currently 2, tigers left in India. Places where Royal Bengal Tigers can be
spotted: A tiger roar can be heard more than a mile away 4. The King of the Jungle reigns supreme in India.
Only or so Asiatic lions exist in the wild. Places where Asiatic Lion can be spotted: Black Buck Blackbucks,
the Indian antelopes, are found in abundance in the plains, grasslands and scrubs of India. Activities like
hunting, poaching, habitat destruction, overgrazing and inbreeding has led to a drastic downward fluctuation
in the blackbuck population. Another reason why the blackbuck population is immensely decreasing is the
large-scale conversion of their habitats into agriculture fields and poaching. Other than India, Blackbuck can
be found in Nepal and Pakistan. Places where Black Buck can be spotted: The Lion Tailed Macaque can be
found in the tiny, isolated pockets of the tropical forest in the Western Ghats. With only 2, species in zoo and
wildlife reserves, the Lion Tailed Macaque is one of the most endangered animals in the world. The silent
feature of the macaque and its appearance are its outstanding characteristics. The Lion Tailed Macaque is an
old world monkey and is one of the 16 macaque species. Places where Lion Tailed Macaque can be spotted:
The Lion-tailed Macaque is so well adapted to its forest home that it simply cannot adjust to the new habitats
being created by human intrusion. Snow Leopard Profoundly found in the steep and rocky region of the
Himalayas, the snow leopard is the descendant of the wild cat and panther families. Snow leopards have thick,
long fur, and their skin color varies from yellowing tan to smoky gray. The Snow leopard can be easily
identified by its tail as it is cm long. There are 6, snow leopards in the world, but its population is gradually
declining. In addition, snow leopards are illegally hunted in the fur trade for making luxury coats and their
bones are sought after for traditional Asian medicine. Places where Snow Leopard can be spotted: Snow
leopard cubs are born blind. Mentioned above are some of the most incredible animals that we might never see
again until and unless some serious action takes place. These seven species are vital for the maintenance of the
ecological balance, as they play a key role in the food cycle. Extinction of these species will ultimately cause a
big loss for humans. Or have something to share? Anjali Wadhwa is a wildlife aficionado, wanderer, devourer
of books, daydreamer and traveler who want to explore the unified jungles of India. You will see her amazing
command over flora and fauna through her blogs and articles.
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This zoo is the largest high altitude zoo in India and has successful captive breeding programs for the Snow leopard,
seriously endangered Himalayan wolf and the Red panda. It has ied species which are amazing to watch.

Mysore Zoo Source Officially called the Chamarajendra Zoological Gardens, Mysore Zoo is one of the oldest
and the largest zoos in India and has provided a home to hundreds of wild and ferocious animals. Located kms
away from Oklipuram in Bangalore, it is known for its spaciousness, cleanliness and large enclaves built for
the exotic animals like elephants, zebras, lions, green anacondas, rhinoceroses and baboons. The zoo oozes
greenery from every pore which will give you and your kids a wonderful sight-seeing experience. The Karanji
Lake which is located on the eastern side of the zoo is another spot which will allure your children into
coming back. The largest walk-through aviary surrounds the zoo. You can sit back and laze around the lake
after a long walk through the park. Source Nandakanan, literally meaning The Garden of Heavens, is a zoo
and a botanical garden located in the capital of Odisha around six km away from the Bhubaneswar -New
Railway Station. Owing to the flora, it consists of the largest orchid house in Bhubaneswar spread over 5,
square feet with an immense amount of colour and beauty packed into a house which will leave you swirling
around the room full of flowers. Arignar Anna Zoological Park Source Do you want to find yourself
wandering amidst flora and fauna and enjoy life in the most relaxed way with your kids? Arignar Anna
Zoological Park , also known as Vandalur Zoo is the ideal place located in Vandalur, a suburb in the
southwestern part of Chennai about 31 km away from the city center and 15 km from the Chennai Airport.
Other facilities include treks inside the campus, a snack bar for munching during long walks and an elephant
safari in which you get to tour around the zoo on the back of an elephant with an aerial view. Stop by this zoo
to while away time in the lap of nature with your kids. Nehru Zoological Park Source Located at a distance of
16 km from the city of Hyderabad , Nehru Zoological Park is one of the most visited places in Hyderabad
because of the vibrant greenery it contains. Around species of birds, animals and reptiles are sheltered in this
zoo-like the Indian rhino, Asiatic lion, Bengal tiger, panther, Indian elephant, etc. You can also relax, take a
walk or have a picnic with your kids in the long stretching lawns amidst the zoo. In the rocky and
mountainous surroundings, this zoo is the perfect one to visit with your little ones and will leave you stunned
with its utmost beauty. You will see people sliding down the sprawling roads scattered in all directions amidst
the inclined gardens and Himalayan animals like Tibetan wolf, Red panda, snow leopard, Siberian tigers,
Yaks, Himalayan black bear and some more. It also includes a variety of flora in natural environmental
settings. Gopalpur Zoo Source Gopalpur Zoo is another mountainous zoo located in the district of Kangra in
Himachal Pradesh and is a much-preferred travel destination for your kids. The animals include the Himalayan
black bear, Asiatic lion, red fox, leopards, musk deer and so on. The best time to visit this zoo are the months
of autumn when flora and fauna are in their best condition. The mini zoo within the garden is a short walk
away from the rose gardens. A very few number of species of animals are housed in this zoo including the
wide-eyed owls and has enough places to visit within the vicinity like the toy train which is open to the kids
and the adults. There is an enormous artificial water body called Kamal Talai which adds to the palace like
beauty of the Garden and a Navlakha Mahal, a religious place for parents to visit. Chattbir Zoo Source
Chattbir Zoo, formally known as Mahendra Chaudhary Zoological Park, is located close to Zirakpur 17 km
away from Chandigarh , Punjab and is an abode to varsities of wild animals and birds from the Royal Bengal
Tiger and Asiatic lions to peacocks and bats in an extensive area. It is an ideal place for a picnic with a water
body within the park which will make you experience tranquillity at the very best. The lion safari for the
visitors is another facility that the zoo provides to gratify your zoo experience. Some of the wildlife species
found in here are the Himalayan black bear, Tibetan wolf, barking deer, Royal Bengal tiger, leopard, etc. It
also shelters a variety of high altitude birds that are seen fluttering around the zoo. It is a place to be with your
kids to inhale unpolluted air and enjoy picturesque views. Alipore Zoo, Kolkata Alipore Zoo in Kolkata is one
of the oldest zoos in India and a popular tourist attraction of the city. It is still known for Aldabra, the giant
tortoise that lived for almost years and died in the year It is one of the best places to see Royal Bengal Tigers.
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The zoo is also a home to a wide variety of birds like golden pheasant, ostrich, turacos and hornbills. It has
enclosures for a variety of wild animals like the Royal Bengal Tiger, Indian elephants and primates common
langur, rhesus monkey and bonnet monkey that exist all around the world and is filled with lush green foliage.
It is an ideal place containing ample space brimming with greenery for a weekend getaway with restaurants,
restrooms, picnic spots and toy trains for kids.
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Mysore Zoo, Bengaluru Indira Gandhi Zoological Park, Andhra Pradesh Indira Gandhi Zoological Park is one
of the leading zoos which is situated in Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh that is intended to provide wildlife
protect act for various kinds of wild animals and various other species. It is the resident for many wild animals
like Bengal tigers, rare species monkeys, wild boars, jackals, Indian white elephant, others. People who often
visit Vishakhapatnam do often stop by this incredible zoo to experience the beauty of wildlife animals. It is the
best and ideal place for wildlife photographers who capture the beautiful moments of these various animals.
The place is beautifully situated amidst the Kambalakonda Reserve Forest that gives you an adventurous ride
inside the zoo area with other amenities like the toy train, restaurants, and other basic amenities. Alipore Zoo,
Kolkata Alipore Zoo is situated in the city of joy Kolkata where people from all over the places both
nationally and internationally visit this beautiful place to experience the nature of wildlife animals. It is the
habitat of varied kinds of animals of varied species who are at the brink of extinction and are endangered.
These animals are kept under the wildlife protecting act along with care and compassion from the zoo
authorities. Apart from wildlife animals, the Kolkata Alipore Zoo also consists of varied kinds of beautiful
birds of different species. Chattbir Zoo, Punjab Another most happening place for the weekend gateway is the
Chattbir Zoo which is located in the heart of Punjab providing with varied kinds of migratory birds and wild
animals under the protection of the zoo authorities. You will get to see a wide range of varied animals and
birds like white Indian elephants, blue peacock, hyena, leopard, Asiatic lion, and other various kinds. It is the
best place to visit during your weekends to enjoy your best time with your family, friends, and children.
Gulabh Bagh Zoo, Rajasthan If you are ready to get lost in the wildness of nature with wildlife experience
then Gulabh Bagh Zoo is the ideal and smart choice for every wildlife lovers and wildlife photographers. You
will get an incredible view of the wildlife animals with high-maintenance and protection. The zoo is kept neat
and clean and is open for all for all days. It is the best recreation place for your perfect weekends with your
family and children that will give you utmost pleasure and enjoyment amidst this zoo. Gopalpur Zoo,
Himachal Pradesh Gopalpur Zoo gives you the experience of the most adventurous ride amidst the mountain
of Himachal. It provides you with wildlife habitat of varied species with a picturesque view of the beautiful
nature and mountains. It is a perfect place to visit during winters with your family and kids as this place serves
you everything at one glance from nature to wildlife. The zoo consists of wild animals like the black bug,
Asiatic lion, white elephant, wild fox, black bear, much other who are at the brink of extinction. This zoo is
situated in the mountainous area where you get the entire view of the scenic beauty with the cold breeze. You
will get a look of rare species of migratory animals like Siberian tigers, Tibetan wolf, Asiatic lion, Siberian
white panda, and much other. The zoo is surrounded by natural vegetation of flora and fauna with a
picturesque view. Nehru Zoological Park, Hyderabad It is the abode of numerous wild animals of different
species where people from all over the country visit this zoo for their leisure and entertainment purpose. It is
one of the most happening tourist attraction places in Hyderabad where people do often visit during their
weekends or holidays. It is a well-built zoo along with picnic spot inside the zoo area and playing ground for
children to play all day. Many wildlife photographers visit these places to have a good picture of the wildlife
animals and birds of rare species which are not easily available everywhere. They consist of resident animals
like wild buffalos, Indian white elephant, Indian rhino, Asiatic lion, and other wild animals of various kinds
and of various breeds. Arignar Anna Zoological Park, Chennai Arignar Anna Zoological Park is the home for
many endangered animals and birds of varied kinds of varied species. It is a beautiful place situated in the
suburb of Chennai. It is amidst the mesmerising natural beauty of flora and fauna. The zoo consists of wild
animals like wild boar, Indian elephant, orangutan, red fox, Asiatic lion, jackals, varied other species of
animals. Nandankan Zoological Park, Bhubaneshwar Nandankan Zoological Park is the second most abode of
various wild animals and beautiful colorful birds of varied species. It consists of resident animals like
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crocodiles, jackals, Indian elephant, wild boar, Siberian tigers, Indian Pangolin, and much other which gives
you the essence of wildlife experience. It is one of the major tourist attractions in Bhubaneshwar where people
especially visiting Puri come and watch over these amazing incredible wild animals for side scene purpose. It
is the abode of the natural habitat of both wild animals and birds. It is one of the best tourist attraction places
in and around Bengaluru. It is largely spacious which built on a large acre of lands where you will get to see
many incredible animals like Asiatic lions, royal Bengal tiger, zebras, baboons, with the beautiful picturesque
view of flora and fauna all around the zoo. Therefore, here we get a complete list of the top 10 best zoos in
India in where you can enjoy the utmost pleasure of wildlife experience.
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